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Abstract
The article surveys a recent series of papers by the authors investigating the cate-
gorical foundations of various rule-based formalisms. The starting point is the well-
known representation of term rewriting systems as cartesian 2-categories, based on
the characterization of nite terms as arrows of a Lawvere theory. We rst show
that many term-like structures (including cyclic term graphs, -terms and rational
terms) can be characterized as arrows of suitable theories. Next we represent rules
as cells over a theory, and we show that the free 2-category generated by these cells
faithfully represents the rewrite sequences of the original rewriting system.
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1 Introduction
Term rewriting is a powerful computational formalism, well-studied since the
Sixties in Theoretical Computer Science and widely used in practical appli-
cations. A solid ground for the theory of term rewriting is provided by the
existence of three dierent yet equivalent characterisations, namely the oper-
ational , classical one (described in terms of redexes and substitutions [32]),
the logical one (in the style e.g. of the rewriting logic formalism [36]), and
the categorical one, based on algebraic (cartesian) 2-theories [39]. While the
operational description is better suited for implementation purposes, both the
logical and the categorical presentations provide an inductive denition of the
rewriting relation over terms, that lays the ground for the development of
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proof and analysis techniques based on structural induction. Moreover, the
categorical account is independent from representation details, stressing the
intrinsic algebraic structure of terms and their rewriting.
Many variations of term rewriting have been considered in the literature.
For example, the theory of term graph rewriting studies the issue of repre-
senting terms as directed graphs, and of modeling term rewriting via graph
rewriting (we refer for a survey to [40] and to the references therein). With
respect to the standard representation of terms as trees, the main operational
appeal of using graphs is that the sharing of common sub-terms can be rep-
resented explicitly. Intuitively, the rewriting process is speeded up, because
rewriting steps do not have to be repeated for each copy of an identical, shared
sub-term. For these reasons term graph rewriting is often used, for example,
in the implementation of functional programming languages [38].
Other variants of term rewriting address the issues that arise when passing
from nite to possibly innite terms. While innite terms arose early in the
algebraic semantics of programs [24], innitary extensions of term rewriting
have been considered just recently (see e.g. [12] and the references therein).
Most research contributions are concerned with the study of the rewriting
relation induced by a set of nite term rules on innite terms, presenting
results about the existence of normal forms (possibly reachable after ! steps),
conuence and so on. However, some contributions (see e.g. [11,27,30]) focus
on the subclass of rational terms, which are possibly innite terms with a
nite set of sub-terms. Such terms show up in a natural way whenever some
nite cyclic structures are of concern (for example data ow diagrams, cyclic
term graphs, -terms or recursive agents in process algebra), and one desires
to abstract out from the \degree of folding" of such structures, intuitively
identifying those expressions that denote the same innitary unraveling.
Originally, only an operational presentation was provided for the exten-
sions of term rewriting we just mentioned: See e.g. [2] for term graph rewrit-
ing, [27] for -term rewriting, and [31] for innitary term rewriting. The main
contribution of the authors in the papers [13,14,15,16], which are surveyed
here, was to show that those rewriting formalisms have a faithful algebraic
description as well, similar in spirit to the 2-categorical presentation of term
rewriting. From this original presentation, the intrinsic (essentially) algebraic
structure of the mentioned formalisms emerges naturally: This is an impor-
tant result on its own for e.g. term graphs, for which many dierent concrete
denitions were proposed in the literature. Furthermore, the categorical pre-
sentation allows for establishing functorial relationships among the various
formalisms, thus facilitating the translation of one formalism into another.
The next sections summarise the main results presented in the cited papers
by the authors. In Section 2 we show how the various term-like structures
can be represented as arrows of suitable theories, obtained by incremental
modications of the classical Lawvere theories. In Section 3 we discuss the
way the rules of the various rewriting formalisms we are concerned with can
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be represented in this setting as cells, i.e., pairs of parallel arrows of a theory,
and we shall generate from them corresponding 2-categories with the relevant
structure. In the same section we will then address the equivalence between
the classical, operational denition of rewriting and the proposed categorical
one, for the various formalisms of concern. Finally, Section 4 summarises some
related ongoing research and possible future developments. Because of the
survey nature of this paper (and of space limitations), all notions and results
will be presented in an informal way only: Formal denitions and proofs can
be found in the cited papers.
2 Term-like structures as arrows
Finite terms over a one-sorted signature  can be regarded as the arrows of a
cartesian category (called the algebraic or Lawvere theory of ) freely gener-
ated by  (see e.g. [33,34]). Such a category has (underlined) natural numbers
as objects; its generators are arrows g : n ! 1, for g an operator of rank n
in ; and arrow composition corresponds to term substitution. A classical
result states that the arrows from n to m are in one-to-one correspondence
with m-tuples of terms over n variables.
A careful analysis of such a presentation allows for various term-like struc-
tures to be represented as arrows of suitable categories which are variations
of cartesian categories. We rst discuss briey how to obtain the \right" cat-
egorical structure of acyclic term graphs, which are the simplest structures
among those considered in this thread of research. Next we shall sketch which
ingredients should be added to get a representation of (possibly) cyclic term
graphs, -terms and rational terms.
Acyclic term graphs over a signature  are directed acyclic graphs were
nodes are either labelled by a symbol f 2  and have arity(f) successor
nodes, or are not labelled and have no successor (the variables). We consider
ranked term graphs, which are equipped with a list of distinguished nodes
(the roots) and where the variables are numbered with an initial segment of
natural numbers. Figure 1 shows a few term graphs over a signature including
binary operators f , g, and h, and the constant a.
Cartesian categories can be dened as symmetric monoidal categories [35]
equipped with two natural (symmetric monoidal) transformations denoted by
r (the duplicator) and ! (the discharger), respectively.
3
If the denition of
cartesian categories is slightly weakened by dropping the requirement of natu-
rality for r and !, the resulting categories are called gs-monoidal.
4
The main
result of [15] is a representation lemma stating that acyclic term graphs over
 are in one-to-one correspondence with the arrows of the free gs-monoidal
3
The components of these transformations at an object A arer
A
= hid
A
; id
A
i : A ! AA
and !
A
: A! 1, where the rst arrow is the pairing of identities, and the second one is the
only arrow to the terminal object.
4
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Figure 1. Some term graphs. Each node is identied either by its label, i.e. an
operator of , or by a bold natural number if it is a variable. The n-th root is
prexed with \n :": Thus, R : 2 is the third root and the second variable.
category generated by . More precisely, the arrows from n to m are in one-
to-one correspondence with ranked term graphs with m roots and n variables.
This characterization of term graphs makes evident that the only dierence
with terms is that the naturality of the duplicator and of the discharger does
not hold anymore. And this fact has an obvious interpretation in terms of
`sharing of sub-terms' and of `garbage collection', as claried below.
Suppose that g : 2! 1 is the arrow corresponding to the binary operator
g, and a : 0! 1 the arrow corresponding to the constant a. Then, using `;' for
composition of arrows in diagrammatic order, the arrow 
1
= a ; r
1
; g : 0! 1
represents, intuitively, a structure having a node labelled by g, which is also
a root, from where two pointers to a node labelled by a leave. Instead arrow

2
= (a  a) ; g : 0 ! 1 (where  is the tensor operator of the monoidal
category, here intuitively denoting the disjoint union of two copies of a node
labelled by a) represents a structure having a root g, from where two pointers
leave, each of them pointing to a node labelled by a.
Regarded as term graphs, these two structures are distinct, because they
exhibit a dierent degree of sharing for some substructure: They are shown as
G
1
and G
2
in Figure 1. Indeed, arrows 
1
and 
2
are distinct in the free gs-
monoidal category concerned. On the contrary, in the free cartesian category,
the naturality of r implies that a ; r
1
; g = r
0
; (aa) ; g = (aa) ; g, which
means that the two arrows are provably the same. Structures with dierent
degree of sharing are thus identied in a cartesian setting, and, by convention,
the structure with least sharing is chosen as representative of an equivalence
class of such arrows, that is, a tree (or, in general, a tuple of trees). Such trees
are usually denoted by terms in the familiar linear notation: In our example,
both arrows represent the term g(a; a). Incidentally, term graphs have a linear
notation as well: In the so-called let-notation, the two arrows are denoted as
let x
1
be a in g(x
1
; x
1
) and let x
1
be a in let x
2
be a in g(x
1
; x
2
), respectively.
By similar arguments, the naturality of the discharger ! can be interpreted
as an `implicit garbage collection'. Let us call `garbage' a substructure that
is not accessible by any root. Then, arrow g; !
1
: 2 ! 0 can be regarded
as the structure with one node labelled by g, which is not accessed by any
pointer: It represents garbage because, intuitively, the only root of g : 2 ! 1
is deleted by the discharger !
1
, and it can not further be referred to. On
4
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Figure 2. The term graphs resulting from some operations on G
3
and G
4
of Figure 1:
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3
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4
(composition), G
6
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3
G
4
(union), and G
7
= G
y
3
(feedback).
the other hand, arrow !
2
: 2 ! 0 represents an empty structure. Now the
naturality of ! implies that g; !
1
=!
2
, and in general that any structure with
some garbage is equivalent to the same structure with the garbage removed:
We call this property `implicit garbage collection'. It certainly holds for terms,
but not necessarily for term graphs.
5
A representation of acyclic, ranked term
graphs with implicit garbage collection is nevertheless easily obtained, simply
by factoring the gs-monoidal theory of  with respect to the naturality of !.
The representation lemma of [15] provides a decomposition property for
acyclic, ranked term graphs: They can be generated from some elementary
term graphs (representing the operators of the signature and some basic
\wires") by applying two operations, composition and union, which corre-
spond to categorical composition and tensor product, respectively (see term
graphs G
5
and G
6
of Figure 2). The composition of two ranked term graphs is
obtained by gluing the variables of the rst one with the roots of the second
one, according to their rank, and it is dened only if their number is equal.
The union of two term graphs is always dened, and it is a sort of disjoint
union where roots and variables are suitably renumbered.
In order to obtain cyclic ranked term graphs, term graphs may be equipped
with an additional operation, called feedback. The feedback over a term graph
with at least one variable and one root is dened as the introduction of a
connection from the last variable to the last root, possibly resulting in a cycle
(see term graph G
7
in Figure 2). The feedback operation, already studied
in [19], has a categorical counterpart in the traced structure [28]. This led to
the denition of traced gs-monoidal categories and to the extension, presented
in [16], of the representation lemma of [15]: Cyclic ranked term graphs over
 are one-to-one with the arrows of the traced gs-monoidal theory of .
Furthermore, a similar representation lemma for -terms is easily obtained.
For a xed set of variablesX, the -terms over h; Xi are terms which are built
using operators in , variables in X, and binding operators in f
x
: j x 2 Xg.
The set of such -terms is denoted (X), and it can be characterized as a
free pre-iteration algebra [5]. Elements of (X) are shown to be term graphs
without either garbage or \horizontal sharing", which suggests that they are
5
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one-to-one with the arrows of a category obtained from the traced gs-monoidal
theory of  by imposing the naturality of the duplicator and of the discharger:
We call this the pre-iteration theory of .
Finally, additional axioms can be imposed on (X), yielding the free iter-
ation algebra (various equivalent axiomatisations are possible, see [5]). These
axioms identify all -terms that unravel to the same innite (rational) term
by repeated (possibly innitely many) applications of 
x
's, considered as self-
instantiation operators. Therefore the elements of the free iteration algebra
are exactly rational terms over . A representation lemma for rational terms
is obtained by imposing the mentioned axioms to the pre-iteration theory,
obtaining the iteration theory of .
The following table summarises the various representation lemma discussed
in this section. Each row shows the relevant structure of the category whose
arrows are in one-to-one correspondents with the structures listed in the rst
column. All such categories are freely generated from the signature, and they
are usually called \theories". All theories are symmetric strict monoidal cat-
egories, equipped with the two transformations r and !. An \x" in column
r means that transformation r is natural, and similarly for column !. Col-
umn TR indicates the presence of a trace structure, and IT the validity of
the iteration axioms. One specic bibliographic reference for each kind of
structure is indicated in column REF, possibly in italics if the corresponding
representation lemma is only sketched there.
TERM-LIKE STRUCTURES r ! TR IT REF THEORY
Acyclic term graphs [15] gs-monoidal
idem + garbage collection x [15]
Finite terms x x [34] cartesian/Lawvere
Term graphs x [16] traced gs-monoidal
idem + garbage collection x x [16]
-terms x x x [4] pre-iteration
Rational terms x x x x [4] iteration
It is worth observing that the table also summarises, indirectly, functorial
relationships among the various theories. In fact there is an obvious functor
from each theory to every other theory which has at least the same \x" entries
in the central columns, and such functors can be characterized as the units of
suitable adjoint pairs. For instance, nite terms are included in -terms and
rational terms, and term graphs can be unraveled to rational terms.
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3 Rewrite sequences as cells
It is well-known that the representation of the nite terms over a signature  as
arrows of the cartesian theory of  can be extended to a faithful representation
of any term rewriting system R over  as a cartesian 2-category [39]. It is
worth spending a few words describing this construction, because basically the
same pattern has been followed for the other rewriting formalisms considered
by the authors in the above cited papers.
A 2-category C is a category where the collection of arrows between any
two objects A and B is itself a category (denoted C[A;B], and called a hom-
category); furthermore,C is equipped with suitable composition functors. The
arrows of the hom-categories are called cells, and can be composed both verti-
cally (within the same hom-category) and horizontally (using the composition
functors). A 2-category C is cartesian if so is the category made of the objects
of C and the cells of C as arrows, equipped with horizontal composition.
A term rewriting rule is a pair of terms R = hl; ri such that all variables
in r appear in l and l is not a variable. If n is the number of variables in
l, both l and r are arrows from n to 1 in the Lawvere theory of , and
therefore R can be represented as a cell, which is denoted as R : l ) r : n!
1. A (cartesian) computad is the enrichment of the theory Th() with cells
representing the rules of a term rewriting system R = fR
i
g
i2I
. From such
a computad, a free (cartesian) 2-category can be generated by adding the
identity cells, and closing freely under vertical and horizontal composition,
subject to the interchange and cartesian axioms. This 2-category is denoted
2-Th(R), and it is called the cartesian 2-theory of R.
It is possible to check that category 2-Th(R) includes cells representing all
possible rewriting steps for the term rewriting system R. In fact, if term s can
be rewritten to t using rule R = hl; ri, there must be a context (i.e., a term
with a hole) C and a substitution  such that s = C[l] and t = C[r]. In
the Lawvere theory of , arrow s is equal to the composition  ; l ; C, because
composition models substitution, and analogously for t. Thus in 2-Th(R)
the cell ( ; R ; C) : s ) t faithfully represents the above rewriting step.
Additionally, since the vertical composition models the sequential composition
of rewriting steps, the 2-theory of R also includes cells which represent full
rewrite sequences of R.
Since cells are subject to the interchange axioms, a natural question arises:
Which rewrite sequences of R are identied in its 2-theory? Interestingly, it
can be shown that exactly those rewrite sequences which are Levy or permu-
tation equivalent [26] are identied by the interchange law.
The 2-categorical representation of term rewriting systems just described
is an instance of the general semantic pattern of structured transition systems
which is presented in [8,18]. In order to nd an adequate (algebraic) represen-
tation of a rule-based system, it is argued there that one rst has to look for
a faithful representation of the states, putting the emphasis on their intrinsic
7
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(essentially) algebraic structure. Next the same algebraic structure has to be
lifted rst to rules, obtaining all derived rules, and then to the derivations
made of sequential composition of derived rules, obtaining a representation
for all the computations of the system. Some computations are automati-
cally identied through this construction by certain axioms that often capture
some basic properties of concurrent computations. Known instances of the
structured transition systems semantic pattern (besides those discussed in the
present paper) are for example Phrase Structure Grammars [3], P/T Petri
nets [37] and (pure) logic programming [10].
In [13] precisely the same pattern has been applied to acyclic term graph
rewriting, by exploiting the gs-monoidal structure of acyclic term graphs ex-
plored in [15]. Given a term graph rewriting system G over a signature ,
its rules are represented as cells over the gs-monoidal theory of , and from
the resulting computad a free 2-category, the gs-monoidal 2-theory of G is
generated by a free construction. Technically, the critical step in this con-
struction is the representation of term graph rewriting rules as cells, i.e., as
pairs of term graphs. The straightforward solution of regarding a rule as a
cell from its left- to its right-hand side (as for term rewriting) does not work
properly, because of the possible presence of sharing. The correct solution, as
discussed in [13], consists of representing the rule as a cell from its left-hand
side term graph to a term graph containing both the left- and the right-hand
sides, where only the root of the left-hand side is deleted and replaced with
the root of the right-hand side.
The main result of [13] is that the cells of the 2-category resulting from
the categorical construction we just sketched faithfully represents term graph
rewriting sequences (satisfying mild restrictions) as dened in the seminal
paper [2]. To our knowledge, this non-trivial result was the rst of this kind,
relating a declarative, categorical denition of term graph rewriting based on a
free construction, to the classical, operational denition based on redexes (i.e.,
graph homomorphisms) and on a three-step construction (copy, redirection,
garbage collection) [2].
6
This result is generalised in [16] to the case of cyclic term graph rewriting.
This is not a minor point, since it is shown in [21] that in the presence of
quite natural sharing strategies, cyclic term graphs can be generated during
the rewriting process, even if one starts from an acyclic graph and all rules
are acyclic. Technically, the same pattern just described above was used:
Starting from the representation of cyclic term graphs as arrows of the traced
gs-monoidal theory, term graph rules are represented as cells, and the main
result shows that the cells of the free (traced gs-monoidal) 2-category gener-
ated by such cells represent almost perfectly term graph rewrite sequences as
dened in [2], but for two points which are discussed in detail in the cited
6
Actually, cells in the gs-monoidal 2-theory 2-GS-Th(G) represent rewrite sequences with-
out garbage collection. As discussed in Section 2, garbage collection is recovered by adding
one axiom to the categorical structure of states, namely the naturality of the discharger.
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paper. Firstly, as in [13] garbage collection is not implicit, but can be made so
by adding one axiom. Secondly, and more importantly, the eect of rewriting
is dierent from [2] in the case of circular redexes, for which we agree instead
with other proposals [1,11,25,29]. The paradigmatic example of such redexes
is the application of rule R
I
: I(x)! x to the graph having one node labelled
I and one looping edge (the I-loop). The point is that according to the de-
nition of term graph rewriting in [2], the I-loop reduces to itself, while using
our denition it reduces to a single node without label and without successor
nodes, which is sometimes called a \black hole" and denoted with a fresh con-
stant  in the literature [1]. Still dierently from other approaches, we provide
a precise mathematical interpretation for such a node: It can be considered
as a \cycle of length zero", which if unraveled to a term corresponds to the
completely undened term, i.e., the least element in the CPO of innite terms.
This is the reason why we denote such a node with ? rather than with .
Concerning -term and rational term rewriting systems, again the same
pattern could be followed yielding a categorical characterization of their rewrite
sequences. This has been worked out only partially in [14], and will be the
subject of a full version of that paper. More precisely, in that paper we re-
frain from elaborating on the free construction of the 2-category induced by a
rewriting system. Instead, we present an analysis of the algebraic structure of
-terms, of rational terms and of their relationships, and we dene a rewriting
relation over them induced by a set of rules. In the case of rational terms, we
consider (rational) innite parallel rewriting [9], namely an extension of stan-
dard term rewriting which allows for the application of innitely many rules to
disjoint redexes in a single rewriting step. For -terms, dierently for example
from [27], we allow for the reduction of redexes which contain variables bound
by the  operator. The main contribution of the paper is that both rewriting
relations can be obtained equivalently by lifting the whole algebraic structure
of the terms to the rules. A rst consequence of this result, reported in [14], is
that like rational terms are equivalence classes of -terms, in the same way an
innite (rational) term rewriting step can be seen precisely as an equivalence
class of -term rewriting steps.
The second consequence is that we already have all the results which are
needed for applying the structured transition systems semantic pattern to
these two formalisms as well. This would allow to complete the diagram below,
which shows that the categorical presentation we discussed can be exploited
to relate formalisms via suitable adjunctions. The diagram summarises the
relationships between the various 2-categories used to represent other rewriting
formalisms based on term-like structures. Arrows represent adjunctions in
the direction of the left adjoint. Adjunction (1) essentially models the 2-
categorical presentation of term rewriting using algebraic 2-theories [39], where
a rewriting system is represented by a cartesian computad (an element of C-
Comp), and its free cartesian 2-category has cells for all rewrite sequences.
Adjunction (2) models acyclic term graph rewriting, as described in [13], where
9
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also the commutativity of the top square of adjuctions is discussed. Adjunction
(3) models rational term rewriting and it is based on the logical presentation
of [14] and on the iteration 2-theories [6,20]. Adjunction (4) models cyclic
term graph rewriting, as in [16]. The vertical adjunctions (7,8) add traced or
feedback structure, resulting in cyclic term graphs to the left, and in rational
terms to the right. Finally, the horizontal adjunctions (0,5,6) are obtained by
enforcing the naturality of r and !.
7
GS-Comp C-Comp
GS-2Cat
term graphs
acyclic
C-2Cat
nite terms
TGS-2Cat
term graphs
It-2Cat
rational terms
0
2
4
1
3
7
5
6
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4 Conclusions and further works
The research thread surveyed in this paper has strong and interesting con-
nections with many research topics addressed in the literature from the early
Sixties till recently. In particular, after the pioneering work of Elgot et alii
(see in particular Bloom-Esik [4] and Stefanescu [41]), the search for suitable
algebraic characterizations, similarly to Lawvere theories, of various term-like
structures (as e.g. data-ow networks), has met with a renewed interest re-
cently. This is partly due to a stream of work on the presentation of calculi
with mobility, and may be dated to the work by Milner on graphical implemen-
tation of action calculi, as well as on the so-called \geometry of interaction"
paradigm for linear logic. We refer the reader for a discussion of the related
literature to our papers, in particular to [15,16] and the references therein.
We just want to point out, as tightly related to our algebraic presentation
for term graphs, the research introduced in [7] and [22]. The former proposes
a normal form presentation for many algebraic formalisms by means of sets
of substitutions, much in the vein of equational term graph rewriting [1].
The latter oers a presentation for graph rewriting which is analogous to
our 2-categorical semantics for term graph rewriting, and which additionally
addresses the problem of an axiomatics for the well-known shift-equivalence
on graph derivation sequences.
These two works also delineate possible future directions for our own re-
search. First of all, the characterization of shift-equivalence: We already men-
tioned that an appealing property of the 2-categorical description of term
rewriting is the one-to-one correspondence between cells and sequences of
rewrites up-to permutation equivalence. A similar result for term graph rewrit-
7
Adjunctions (3,6,8) actually need an additional set of axioms, besides those for the trace
structure, in order to deal with the occurrence of nested cycles.
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ing is not yet established, mainly because the notion of shift-equivalence itself
has not been clearly addressed in this rewriting formalism, for the time being.
Secondly, the need for further extensions of the classes of graphs our categori-
cal presentation may deal with, e.g. including a presentation for higher order
features. Along these lines, an important characterization was due to appear
in the master thesis of Matteo Coccia: His early death is more than ever a
tragic loss to the community.
Among the applications, we would like to mention a graphical embedding of
the mobile ambients calculus [23], which makes use of the axiomatics presented
in our papers. And a functorial presentation for multi-algebras [17], which
uses gs-monoidal theories and provides a syntax for equational specications
of partial algebras and multi-algebras.
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